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1.0 Context and Introduction  

East Dunbartonshire Council (EDC) places a high priority on the provision of early learning 
and childcare (ELC).   The expansion to provide more extended day centres, including all 
year provision has been very successful and has provided more quality and flexible provision 
for parents. 

The Council has a strong record of effective partnership working with the voluntary and 
private sector.  There are 25 partner providers and a high level of support is provided by the 
central team.  Parents at present have the choice of a place in a local authority centre or a 
partner provider. 

Support for families including parenting support and advice is central to the delivery of a 
service to families.  There is a high priority given to the Place areas (SIMD 1 and 2 target 
areas), with additional support provided in these areas. 

The planned expansion by Scottish Government to provide 1140 hours is an opportunity to 
further develop the efficiency, quality, flexibility, accessibility and affordability of the 
service.   

This document lays out a proposed delivery model for East Dunbartonshire but this will be 
dependent on revenue and capital funding from Scottish Government to support the 
expansion.   More detailed project and work stream planning will be required and the plans 
will be tailored in line with budgets.  It is intended that plans will evolve and develop through 
implementation, in response to need, emerging good practice and national guidance.   
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2.0 Current Position  
 
2.1 This section provides a baseline for EDC’s Early Learning and Childcare (ELC) 
Provision. It provides: 

 A summary of key data relating to all ELC registered supply within East 
Dunbartonshire; 

 A summary of key data relating to all demand within East Dunbartonshire; 
 Comparison of area wide ELC supply to demand  
 A summary of key data (quality, financial and utilisation) metrics relating to current 

supply arrangements (EDC & Partners) 
 A summary of parent and community consultation outcomes   

 
2.2 Key findings  
 
 The existing provision provides flexibility and choice of models of provision within a locality 

area.  This provision is in local authority centres and partner providers; it includes sessional places 
and extended day provision.  This means the authority is well placed to meet the challenge of 
providing the increased entitlement of 1140 hours. 

 Of total current delivery (EDC and Partners combined) over 70% of hours are offered on 
an all/day all year basis. This model provides the most flexibility for parents.  

 There are a significant number of children who currently attend for 1140 hours within 
local authority and partner providers. It is estimated the 1250 children (48% of eligible 
population) access 1140 hours.  

 EDC quality scores average 5.0 for Care Inspectorate and a little lower at 4.6 for 
Education Scotland.  This is a very high standard of provision with 5.0 equating to an 
evaluation of very good on average.  

 Partner provision is also good overall, with EDC requiring a 4.0 across all factors for 
Care Inspectorate, or a 4 for Education Scotland. Average quality scores are slightly 
lower than local authority provision and there is more variability. 

 There is a good level of provision in most areas within EDC at an overall total of 1.91 
children per Care Inspectorate (CI). This ratio improves for eligible children.  

 EDC currently provide four  models of funded ELC placement: 
o Type 1 – sessional places 
o Type 2 – extended day places 
o Type 3 – extended day/extended year places 
o Partner places – mainly extended day/extended year.  

 When the cost of delivery of each type of provision is calculated: 
o Sessional nursery classes have the highest gross costs and there is no income to 

reduce the costs; 
o Extended day and extended year settings are the most cost efficient; particularly 

for costs net of income.  
o The most efficient provision - extended day /extended year settings - can provided 

a net unit cost of delivery equal to or lower that than the effective rate paid to 
partners, while maintaining higher quality. 

The cost of the procuring places from partners is lower than the gross cost of local authority 
provision but there is a higher level of support from the central team: quality improvement 
team, early years’ team, early level support teachers and psychological service.  There is also 
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variability in terms of quality.  The payment to partners is in line with other local authority 
payments to partners. 

2.3 A summary of key data relating to all ELC registered supply within East 
Dunbartonshire 

This section provides key baseline data relating to provision within East Dunbartonshire 
across both local authority settings and partner providers.  

Throughout this document, estimates of current hours delivered are gathered from two 
sources – Scottish Government/Improvement Service data distributed in June 2017, and EDC 
internal data. The current level of hours delivered between EDC and Partner settings has been 
estimated at between 1.3m hours (SG/IS data) and 1.6m (EDC data). SG/IS data has been 
used to inform financial information. Further work is required to harmonise these data.  

Table 1 below provides the overall summary for EDC and Partner settings. The table shows 
the total number of hours required for eligible children to provide 600 hours per child to be 
1.1m hours and a total delivery of just over 1.3m hours (SG/IS data).  

The gross cost of delivery is over £8.3m with an income (to EDC settings) of £1.2m. The net 
cost to EDC is £7.2m. The gross and net costs provide the statutory ELC service to EDC’s 
eligible children plus a relatively small service to younger age groups in EDC settings. The 
non-statutory element of EDC provision is ‘top up time’ provided to parents at a unit cost of 
£4.11 per child per hour. 

Table 1: EDC plus Partner Settings 

OVERALL (EDC SETTINGS PLUS 
PARTNERS) 

  

Overall Total Statutory Provision  (HOURS)  1,136,400 

Overall Total Provision in EDC including 
additional hours (HOURS, SG/IS data) 

 1,343,477 

    

Total GROSS Cost £8,332,321 

EDC Income (from EDC Settings) £1,150,704 

Net Cost to EDC £7,181,617 

 

2.3.1 Local Authority Provision 

Table 2 below provides baseline data relating to EDC settings (excluding partners). EDC has 
18 settings with a total Care Inspectorate registered capacity of 1015 FTE places. These 
places are made available to children across three current models of delivery.  
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 Type 1: Sessional places : Term Time, 3hrs 10 mins only;  
 Type 2: Extended day :  Flexible 10 hour day Term Time Only; 
 Type 3: Extended day: Flexible 10 Hour day All Year. 

 

Under current opening hours EDC makes a little over 2m hours available to children and 
families. Within this total, between 892k hours (EDC estimate via SG data) and 1.2m hours 
(EDC estimate from EDC data) are delivered are delivered within local authority centres.  

The gross cost of local authority provision is around £6.4m. This gross cost includes 
allocations for budget that includes services provided to the setting within a primary school 
(where present) and central allocations of overhead including for peripatetic staff such as 
teachers, quality improvement officers, early years team,  educational psychologists, speech 
& language etc. 

The unit cost of EDC settings is around £6.20 as calculated from gross unit cost (including 
allocations) divided by the number of hours actually delivered (SG/IS data).  

EDC quality scores average 5.0 for Care Inspectorate and a little lower at 4.6 for Education 
Scotland.  This is a very high standard of provision with 5.0 equating to an evaluation of very 
good on average.  

Table 2:  EDC Local Authority (LA) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.3.2 Partner Providers 

EDC has 25 partners with a total registered capacity of 1414 that can provide a total (all ages) 
of around 2.9m hours (EDC estimate). The partners include private nurseries and small 
voluntary playgroups.  The Council currently provides parents with a choice of provision and 

EDC Provision via Local Authority Settings   

Number of LA settings 18 

Total Care Inspectorate Reg - all ages 1015 

Total Opening Hours Current Available to Children 2,053,780 

Hours Delivered (SG/IS estimates) 

Hours Delivered (EDC estimates) 

891,677 

1,180,374 

Average (Mean) Quality in EDC Settings   

Quality CI 5.0 

Quality ES 4.6 
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can choose a place at a partner provider or a local authority.  This is in line with the future 
government policy with a provider neutral approach. 

A high level of support is provided to partners by the central team.  This includes access to 
peripatetic teacher and support from quality improvement officers, the early years team and 
psychological services.   

There is a procurement process in place with criteria related to quality and cost being part of 
the tendering process.  This has ensured a basic level of provision in order to be in 
partnership with the Council and provides assurance to parents.  There is currently a two year 
contract which ends in June 2018; there is an option of a one year extension. 

EDC currently purchase around 450k hours from partners, a level of purchase that 
approximates around 17% of total partner hours. Partners show quality ratings on average 
slightly lower than EDC in Care Inspectorate terms and lower again in Education Scotland 
evaluations. The combined partner payment rate (including hourly rate and in kind support) is 
around £4.24. Partners show quality ratings on average slightly lower than EDC in Care 
Inspectorate terms and lower again in Education Scotland evaluations.   

Benchmarking of the payment to partners nationally show that the payment made by EDC is 
broadly in line with other local authorities. 

Table 3: EDC Partner Settings 

EDC Provision via Partners   

    

Number of settings 25 

Total Registered Capacity of Partners 1414 

Total open hours capacity of Partners  2,876,610  

Total Hours Bought from Partners  451,800  

Quality CI 4.7 

Quality ES 3.9 

 

 

 

2.4 A summary of key data relating to all demand within East Dunbartonshire 

Table 4 below provides a summary of all children by data zone within East Dunbartonshire. 
The total number of eligible children for EDC comprises 2580 children. This is calculated at 
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all 3 and 4 year olds plus 25% or 2 year olds (ref: SG Baseline Assumptions document July 
2017). The R/A/G ratings for deprivation are local ratings used for the purpose of 
comparative deprivation across EDC. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4: Population by Intermediate Data Zone 

  

    Number of children by year group, 

Intermediate Data Zone 

SIMD Rank (most 
deprived =1, least 
deprived = 6,976) 
MEAN for IDZ 

 Total 
Population - 
All age  

 Total 
Population - 
All children  

 0   1   2   3   4  

Kirkintilloch West 3175 4270 687 45 29 41 35 61 

Bishopbriggs West and Cadder 5420 6397 865 48 44 48 35 71 

Westerton East 5857 3678 565 26 35 38 23 41 

Kilmardinny West 6185 3759 672 21 38 24 41 44 

Hillhead 1380 4168 889 58 52 54 52 81 

Kirkintilloch South 4331 3358 573 34 47 47 44 36 

Kilmardinny East 6594 2951 559 35 33 32 28 34 

Milton of Campsie 4406 3923 563 35 30 34 31 38 

South Castlehill and Thorn 5773 4258 870 48 52 44 37 46 

Lenzie North 5117 5213 985 36 67 45 58 64 

Kessington West 6679 3227 511 25 23 27 24 32 

North Castlehill and Thorn 6097 4327 800 40 40 41 48 47 

Barloch 5928 3326 571 17 26 21 17 40 

Bishopbriggs North & Kenmure 5903 5137 789 46 43 49 39 38 

Keystone and Dougalston 5461 3928 550 11 36 26 29 45 

Lenzie South 6457 3273 537 36 22 42 27 33 

Torrance and Balmore 5129 2788 468 16 23 12 22 26 

Woodhill West 5662 4015 555 27 30 33 32 47 
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East Clober and Mains Estate 3711 3427 691 37 30 42 50 38 

Lennoxtown 3801 4718 841 50 55 63 48 37 

Auchinairn 2859 5431 1031 66 57 72 56 61 

Rosebank and Waterside 4878 4287 891 77 70 51 65 67 

Westerton West 5441 2888 491 25 42 26 40 34 

Twechar and Harestanes East 2579 2816 480 20 29 32 32 40 

Kessington East 6196 2907 580 30 31 38 41 44 

Harestanes 2125 3267 565 36 37 32 27 47 

West Clober and Mains Estate 5966 2764 500 25 29 25 41 34 

Woodhill East 6151 2459 465 15 25 27 26 39 

         

  
106,960 18,544 985 1075 1066 1048 1265 

 

2.4.2 Comparison of area wide ELC supply to demand  

There are 2580 eligible children within EDC. The total hours required to deliver the 1140 
requirement for eligible children totals 2.941m hours. As detailed in previous sections the 
total capacity measured between EDC settings (current opening hours) 2m hours and Partner 
settings is 2.9m hours totalling 4.9m hours. This would rise to around 5.4m hours should all 
EDC settings open all day all year.  

This capacity however may not be accessible to parents due to geographical location and 
there are issues in relation to pressure on core hours.  In addition, the majority of partner 
capacity is not currently available to EDC. EDC procures approximately 0.45m hours from 
partners. It is not clear to what extent funded provision through partners can expand, and 
further engagement with partners is required. Therefore, it cannot be assumed that partners 
have the availability or capacity to expand to deliver the expansion. 

Detailed capacity planning will refine the quantification of capacity shortfall in specific 
localities.   
 
Table 5 overleaf provides a match of all supply to all demand across EDC. The analysis 
highlights: 

 There is a good level of provision in most areas within EDC at an overall total of 1.91 
children per Care Inspectorate (CI) registered place. This ratio is for all children 0 to 5 
to all places 0 to 5 
 

 The early years capacity across EDC is dominated by provision for 3 and 4 year olds 
(as it is in most local authorities) and therefore the ratio (1.91) set out above improves 
for eligible children. I.e. there will be fewer children per eligible place. 

 
 The total sum of EDC, partner and other providers’ capacity is relatively large. 

However, there are risks and dependencies involved; parental choice of hours and 
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centres and the capacity of partners to adapt their business model to meet the demand.   
Some partners may not be able to remain sustainable if the funding is not sufficient.  
Detailed capacity planning will refine the quantification of capacity shortfall in 
specific localities.  
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2.5 A summary of key data (quality, utilisation, cost) metrics relating to current 
supply arrangements (EDC & Partners) 

2.5.1 Quality: This section provides a comparative analysis of quality across both EDC and 
partner settings. Quality is consistently higher in EDC local authority settings over partner 
settings.  There is a higher variability within partners and a higher level of support required 
from the central team.   A key criterion for a provider to be in partnership with the Council is 
quality.  All partners are required to have an evaluation of Good (4) or better in Care 
Inspectorate indicators or Satisfactory or better (3) in Education Scotland indicators. 

Table 6 below provides the indicators of quality in both Care Inspectorate and Education 
Scotland terms for both local authority and partner providers. The quality scores are 
consistently high across the EDC portfolio. 
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Table 6: Quality in EDC Settings 

Quality LA Nurseries 
  

Setting Name 
ES 
MEAN 
quality 

CI 
MEAN 
Quality 

T1 Colquhoun Park Nursery   4.3 

T1 Craighead Nursery Class   5.3 

T1 Holy Family Nursery Class 5.6 5.3 

T1 Killermont Nursery Class 4.4 5.5 

T1 Meadowburn Gaelic Unit   5.3 

T1 Torrance Nursery Class 5.2 5.5 

T1 Twechar Nursery Class 4.8 4.8 

T2 Auchinairn Nursery   5.0 

T2 Baljaffray Nursery  4.0 4.8 

T2 Gartconner Nursery 4.6 5.5 

T2 Meadowburn Nursery   5.3 

T2 Milngavie Nursery 4.4 5.3 

T3 Castlehill Nursery   4.8 

T3 Cleddens Learning and Childcare Centre 4.4 5.0 

T3 Clober Nursery   5.3 

T3 Hillhead Nursery  4.4 5.0 

T3 Lennoxtown Nursery   4.0 

T3 Lenzie Meadow Early Years Centre no data no data 

 

Table 7 provides the indicators of quality in both Care Inspectorate and Education Scotland 
terms for all EDC early years’ providers. There is more variability and less consistency 
within partner providers.  There are issues for partners in recruiting and retaining staff 
particularly managers.  EDC provides a high level of support from the early level support 
teachers and the central team.  There includes the provision of advice, support and training.   

Table 7: Quality in Partner Settings 

Quality Partner Nurseries 
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Setting Name 
ES MEAN 
quality 

CI MEAN 
Quality 

Maxholme Pre-school Playgroup 4.2 no data 

Happy Days - Bishopbriggs 3.8 no data 

Bishopbriggs Childcare Centre 5.0 6.0 

The High School of Glasgow Kindergarten   6.0 

St. Mary's Nursery 5.0 5.3 

Riverside Childcare 4.6 5.3 

Buchanan Nursery 5.0 5.0 

The Glasgow Academy - Milngavie Nursery and 
Kindergarten 

4.2 5.0 

Merlwood Nursery 3.8 5.0 

Baldernock Playgroup 3.6 5.0 

New Kilpatrick Nursery 3.0 5.0 

Tender Loving Childcare 2.8 5.0 

Bearsden South Church Nursery   5.0 

Bishopbriggs Village Nursery   5.0 

Happy Days   5.0 

Mosshead Pre-school Playgroup 4.0 4.8 

Hillfoot Nursery 4.0 4.5 

The Bearsden Nursery 3.8 4.5 

Craighead Childcare Centre   4.5 

St. Joseph's Nursery 4.0 4.0 

Westerton Nursery 4.0 4.0 

Kidsplay Childcare 3.8 4.0 

Cedar Nursery 2.4 4.0 

Kirktonholme @ Canniesburn   4.0 

Happitots Nursery 2.6 2.0 
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2.6 Flexibility in EDCs offering 

Table 8 overleaf provides a summary of flexibility in EDC’s settings. The table demonstrates 
that EDC has established significant flexibility in much of its provision: 

 Over 50% of total hours offered by EDC settings are in all day all year settings. This 
means that over 50% of EDC’s settings almost fully meet the terms of the blueprint for 
increased choice and flexibility. 

 31% of all statutory hours are delivered by EDC’s partners for which most meet the terms 
of the blueprint for increased choice and flexibility – extended day and year.  

 

2.7 Utilisation and cost 

As described above, EDC currently provides types of settings within the local authority: 

 Type 1: Sessional places : Term Time, 3hrs 10 mins only;  
 Type 2: Extended day :  Flexible 10 hour day Term Time Only; 
 Type 3: Extended day: Flexible 10 Hour day All Year. 
 

As can be seen from Table 8 below, utilisation in EDC settings is lowest in type 1 settings, 
and highest in type three settings. This reflects the increased utilisation of these settings, and 
the increased proportion of hours sold. This demonstrates: 

a) There is substantial demand for additional hours of childcare in EDC, and  
b) This demand is best met across an extended day and extended year model. 

Table 8: utilisation and flexibility in EDC settings 

 

Table 9 provides an analysis of fully allocated unit cost for each type of setting, based on 
actual spend and actual hours of delivery in each setting. It is clear that: 

1) Sessional nursery classes are the most costly method of delivery of ELC. 
2) Extended day settings are more cost efficient 
3) Extended day/extended year settings, when income is included, are the most cost 

efficient.  
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4) This is true for Gross Unit Cost, which excludes income, and is even more marked for 
cost net of income.  

There is a strong correlation between unit cost and utilisation. If utilisation is increased, cost 
reduces. Type 3 settings achieve a utilisation rate of approaching 75%. This is believed to 
represent the upper level of achievable utilisation. 

Table 9: Cost in EDC settings 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Gross	Cost	

per	CI	

Registered	

Place

CI	

Registration

Mean	Gross	Cost	per	

CI	Place

GROSS	Unit	Cost	

Statutory	Hours	

Only

GROSS	Unit	Cost	

ALL	HOURS

NET	Unit	

Cost

£4,609 35

£4,299 40

£4,268 50

£4,197 60

£3,005 20

£3,146 40

£6,923 25

£6,090 58

£5,884 60

£5,279 58

£6,720 60

£7,432 40

£8,610 71

£9,322 113

£7,214 82

£6,786 97

£5,890 66

£5,950 58

Type	3 £7,295 £5.83£10.21

£6.46

£4.94

£4.39

Type	1 £3,921 £6.47

Type	2 £6,388 £5.74

£6.56

£7.15
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3.0 Consultation and engagement 

3.1 Consultation with partner providers and childminders 

A consultation was carried out with partner providers.  The role of the local authority in 
providing support was said to be a strength.  The main issue for partners was staffing; the rate 
of pay tends to be lower in the private sector compared to local authority so a number of 
partners expressed concern about recruitment and retention of staff.  Funding was another key 
issue. Although the rate paid by EDC to partners is broadly in line with other local 
authorities; it does not cover costs.  The smaller groups who provide shorter sessional places 
are under particular pressure.  The number of children attending has decreased for some 
providers and so the income from the authority is not covering costs.  There is also an issue 
regarding suitable accommodation for some voluntary groups.  A working group has been set 
up with support from the East Dunbartonshire Voluntary Action Group to provide advice and 
support. 

Childminders welcomed the opportunity to be part of the expansion.  However a number of 
concerns were raised in relation to payment and training. 

3.2 Consultation with parents 

A number of consultations have been conducted with parents in relation to the provision of 
early learning and childcare.  There is a statutory requirement to consult in relation to the 
provision of 600 hours funded provision.  These have shown that a majority of parents want 
extended day provision with most of these wanting it all year.  The results of these surveys 
have informed the development of early years’ provision within the authority. 

In developing the Council’s plan for 1140 hours a number of consultations were undertaken: 

 Consultation with parents in the three pilot areas where the Council is offering 1140 
hours: Auchinairn Early Learning Centre; Hillhead Early Learning Centre and 
Lennoxtown Early Learning Centre; 

 Consultation with parents in Holy Family Nursery – this will provide extended day 
provision term time from August 2017; 

 An online survey; 
 A focus group of parents – this was held in Milngavie and open to all parents within 

EDC.  A small number of parents attended. 

The online survey had 564 responses.  Some key points included: 

 63% of parents stated they wished full year provision with 37% requiring term time only; 
 53% required full days and 23% wanted half days; 
 The most popular reasons for choice of provision were: 

o Reputation; 
o Trust; 
o Educational and social development; 
o Good quality / inspection report. 

 87% said they required more flexibility; 
 72% stated they would pay for additional hours. 
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 Comments from parents varied but a high number expressed the view that they required 
all year provision and that sessional places were not suitable.  
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Section 4: Future position 

 
The Scottish Government Blueprint for 2020: The Expansion of Early Learning and 
Childcare detailed a number of key principles which will underpin service delivery.  These 
have been used to formulate the approach which East Dunbartonshire Council will take in 
implementing the expansion.  However this will be dependent on funding being available to 
support the expansion. 

Based on the service data and key findings identified in Section 2, EDC has carried out a 
review of the model of service delivery that will underpin the expansion.  This provides the 
basis for the development of staffing, infrastructure, commissioning and financial work 
planning.  
 

4.1 Key principles for the delivery of the expansion of early learning and childcare 

4.1.1 Quality 
This is the driving principle nationally and within East Dunbartonshire.  Currently all partners 
require to meet a minimum quality standard in order to be in partnership with the Council.  
The level of advice, support and training to staff in partner providers and local authority staff 
is high.  This ensures that the provision for children supports their learning and development.   
 
Investment in workforce development will be an important element of the expansion plans. 
There will be a clear focus on building leadership and capacity within centres. The Council 
will continue to deliver services to parents to help them support their child’s development. 
While analysis of current provision shows that funding is not necessarily linked to quality, it 
is recognised that raising EDCs effective payment rate to partners will support workforce 
development and retention. This will be dependent on additional funding to support the 
expansion.  EDCs commissioning framework will reflect the national quality standard, when 
developed, and will add existing good practice from current EDC commissioning standards to 
ensure partners’ participation in authority led quality improvement and training work. In 
terms of fundamental requirements, EDC would aim to retain requirement for good or better 
across all care inspectorate indicators, or satisfactory or better across all education Scotland 
indicators.  

4.1.2 Flexibility 
In order to provide more flexibility to parents, EDC will continue to offer a provider neutral 
model of delivery, with parents having a choice of a local authority or a partner provider.  
Partners, including private, voluntary and childminders, will play an important role in EDC 
provision.   Partner providers will provide further flexibility and choice of models.  EDC and 
other funded providers will represent an aligned, high quality offer to meet parents’ needs. 
EDC will seek to develop a commissioning framework that ensures fair payment to partners, 
and at the same time supports all partners to increase quality, retain and train staff, and ensure 
affordability and accessibility for parents.  
 
Within local authority centres we will roll out a single core operating model. The core model 
will be inherently flexible and sustainable.   This is in line with the results of the consultation 
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with parents, which showed the majority of parents required extended day and year provision.  
This accords with the current expansion which has seen a high demand for this model, when 
it has become available within the local authority.   

 The choice of half-day blocks or full day blocks on whichever days suit;  
 Centres will offer full year provision with the funded hours spread across the full 

year. 
 Early opening hours will be available if there is sufficient demand and there will be an 

additional charge. 
 Parents will have the option to purchase additional hours if these are available. 

 
The expansion to deliver 600  hours has been very successful but there can be a demand lag 
between the provision of a new model of delivery and uptake by parents.  Community 
engagement will be important in implementing new models of provision. 
 
All models of provision need to be deliverable and sustainable.  It is not possible to provide a 
model where parents can have complete flexibility in relation to the provision of 1140 hours.  
Centres will have set opening hours and parents will be able to choose half day / full day 
blocks of time to suit their circumstances.  This allows for efficient staffing of centres.   This 
will require to comply with the Scottish Government Statutory Guidance once this is 
available. 

The role of partners will be important in providing flexibility to parents.  This includes 
private providers, voluntary playgroups and childminders.  Support will be provided to 
partners to develop models of provision to provide more flexibility to parents.    This may 
include a blended model; with funding split between providers e.g a playgroup and a 
childminder. The rate paid to partners will be reviewed to support them to meet the 
challenges of providing a well-qualified workforce and recruiting and retaining staff. 
However this will be informed by guidance at national level. 

The core delivery model outlined above, aligned with a strong partnership offer, provides an 
inherently flexible approach that support families working lives. It is recognised that some 
parents may wish to access other models of provision, particularly a term time only provision. 
Different models of provision will be provided by partners.  It has to be recognised that 
models of delivery have to be efficient and the provision of a term time option would reduce 
the capacity available within the local authority and increase costs.  Therefore the final 
operating model within the local authority can only be determined once funding is confirmed.   

In addition, it is important to ensure that sufficient capacity is available in both partners and 
EDC settings to enable families to purchase extended hours. EDC planning assumptions 
reflect national planning assumptions of 15% additional capacity across the authority, but it is 
recognised that this will vary from locality to locality, reflecting local need and 
demographics. 

In order to promote a provider neutral approach, the Education Service will work with 
providers and Corporate Communications to develop a logo or brand for all local authority 
and partners to use.  This will publicise the concept that there is no difference between the 
local authority providers and partner providers.  
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4.1.2  Accessibility 
There is a need to ensure that the early learning and childcare providers is accessible to 
parents. EDC uses a locality model of provision, and all families will have access to high 
quality funded places within that locality.  Infrastructure investment and partner 
commissioning is based around these localities. There is a cross boundary agreement in place 
with neighbouring authorities.  This ensures that parents can access a place in another 
authority if that suits their needs. 

 
The phasing of the implementation of the new delivery model will prioritise Place areas due 
to the need within those communities.  These pilot models of provision commenced in 
2017/18.  Further phasing will be dependent on the funding available both revenue and 
capital. 
 
An analysis of demand within EDC has shown there is a need to provide more places in 
certain areas.  There has been a locality model of provision in place for a number of years and 
this will be further developed to ensure accessible childcare provision.   This will require 
adaptations where this is possible to increase capacity within the existing estate and new 
build provision.  The use of outdoor space to increase capacity as well as providing high 
quality learning will also be utilised. 

 
4.1.3 Affordability 
In addition to planning for the funded entitlement, EDC has committed to ensuring additional 
hours are available for parents to purchase as required. This will support flexibility and 
respond to the clear message from parents that additional hours are required to support 
working families. At present, EDC has a flat hourly price for all additional hours of £4.11. 
Current uptake by parents suggests this is a suitable charge. However, EDC will review 
nursery charging policies as part of the development of the expansion.  

Reduction of income is a challenge for all providers, and it is important to balance the ability 
of parents to pay with the need for business sustainability.  There is a need to review the rate 
paid to partners and to ensure that any additional charges to parents are clearly detailed and 
transparent.  

4.1.4 Best Value 

Analysis of current provision shows that the core delivery model is not only a flexible and 
high quality service, but also the most efficient service delivery model. Efficiency in relation 
to the delivery model for both local authority and partners is important in order to ensure 
sustainability. Efficiency of models also ensures that funding can be used to support quality 
improvement, reduce costs to parents, etc.  The pilot projects recently established in EDC’s 
place areas will provide important data in relation the implementation of this model.    

The affordability both in relation to the delivery model for the local authority and partners is 
important in order to ensure sustainability.  The pilot models will provide important data in 
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relation to this.  The reduction in income within the local authority and for private providers 
will require to be taken into account within the financial projections. 

4.2 Trialling the model 

Since August 2017, EDC has implemented the core delivery model in two centres, 
representing the two most deprived areas in the Authority. All children entitled 600 hours 
have been offered 1140 hours on a full year, extended day model. Uptake has been 100%. 

Initial feedback has been positive from both parents and staff. Trials are being closely 
monitored, and initial evaluation work will be carried out in October 2017. 

There is development within a third area, of high deprivation.  This includes reviewing and 
developing provision with third sector groups as well as within the local authority.  The aim 
is to develop a blended model of provision. 

Key challenges: 

- Staff engagement. A number of staff have moved from a term time contract to a full year 
contract. This has required face to face engagement and collaboration with staff, trade unions, 
internal EDC HR colleagues, and the early years management team. This has identified a 
need to invest significant time and resource in the management of staff change during 
implementation of the model.  

- Community engagement. There was an initial degree of resistance to accessing a full year 
extended day provision. Specifically, some parents questioned whether there would be 
sufficient uptake of extended hours. There were a series of engagement events and 
discussions with parents in these specific settings to discuss their needs and concerns 
regarding implementation. Initial data suggests that uptake is very high, and that early 
morning/late afternoon provision is well attended. Informal feedback from users is that the 
core delivery model does meet parent’s needs well. This reflects wider community 
engagement work across the Authority. 

4.3  Allocation of 2017/18 funding  

EDC 1140 hours revenue funding was approx. £360k in 2017/18. The majority of this has 
been used to support the implementation of the trials, with the remainder spent on central 
resource to support implementation planning.  

EDC 1140 hours capital funding was approx. £500 in 2017/18. This funding is being used to 
support new build and expansion projects across the authority, in particular at Auchinairn 
ELC centre and Killermont Primary. A small amount of capital has been allocated to piloting 
alternative nursery settings, e.g. outdoor and forest provision.  
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4.4 Implementation planning 

EDC has invested significant resources in developing the existing service. A future service 
model has been developed based in the terms of the Scottish Government Blueprint, the 
needs of the population, and the evidence gathered. This provides a strong basis for delivery 
to 2020. This document provides a strategic overview of delivery planning. Further detail 
planning of workstreams, and detailed analysis of projects is required once funding both 
revenue and capital has been confirmed. 

 A summary work plan is provided below.  
 
In particular, in depth engagement with partners is required to establish a both the capacity of 
partners to expand their services, and the nature of the commissioning relationship with EDC. 
EDC expects to procure 30-40% of partners’ placements for funded entitlements, and this 
will further develop the strong partnership between the Council and partner providers. An 
ongoing process of engagement is required to develop an understanding of how this will 
affect partners and 1140 hours delivery in East Dunbartonshire. The findings of the service 
model and finance work groups, and their guidance on sustainable funding for providers will 
be an important part of this.  
 
Linked to this is planning of capacity expansion. The ability of partners to expand has a direct 
effect on EDCs capital and revenue requirements. EDC has completed a locality level 
analysis of provision, and is moving to a setting by setting review within the local authority. 
This is an extended piece of work which will require time to complete.  
 
Engagement with staff and trade unions is also required to develop workforce planning. The 
principles of the core delivery model laid out in this document are the basis for planning, 
however this will represent a significant change to work pattern for many staff. The 
successful delivery of the expansion will be supported by an open and transparent 
engagement programme with staff, which will extend over several months.  
 
Therefore, it is important to recognise that this document represents an outline of the core 
targets and workstreams of the expansion in East Dunbartonshire. As is appropriate at this 
stage, further details programme and project planning is required. Following submission to 
the Scottish Government, a period of detailed per setting planning will be carried out, and this 
will provide further refinement to all aspects of planning, including financial planning. 
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Section 5 Planning the delivery – engagement, phasing, business change and project 
management 

5.1 Engagement and consultation 

The expansion to deliver 600 hours was delivered successfully, but an important lesson is the 
potential demand lag between the provision of a new model of delivery and uptake by 
parents. EDC planning assumptions, in line with national practice, are based on 100% uptake 
of 1140 hours.  

To deliver this, ongoing community engagement will be very important. EDC is currently 
trialling the proposed delivery model in three areas from August 2017, and has engaged 
intensively with parents to discuss and promote the model. Monitoring of uptake is ongoing, 
and will inform future engagement planning.  

The Council’s Corporate Communications teams will work with the Education Service and 
with other providers to develop a unified marketing approach to the expanded provision. This 
will support the provider neutral nature of provision, and maximise the reach of messaging.  

Extensive engagement with staff, centre leadership and their representatives is also required. 
The proposed model will require change to working patterns, in particular a move away from 
term time contracts to all year employment. There will be extensive support to this process 
from the Council’s Human Resources and Business Change teams.  

Other providers in partnership with EDC are a fundamental part of expansion planning. The 
future relationship with partners is vital to the successful delivery of the programme. 
Therefore, EDC will establish a strategic working group to bring together the central team, 
EDC centre leaders and leaders from partner providers to establish a forum for discussion, 
feedback and resolution of issues.  

5.2 Phasing 
 
EDC proposes a phased roll out the model. Phasing of future expansion will proceed along 
two principles: 
 
1) Deprivation SIMD 1 and 2 target areas will be prioritised, as will provision for families 

accessing out of work benefit support, and for low income working families.   
 

2) Deliverability: The determinants of deliverability will be workforce availability and 
funding (capital and revenue). Where delivery is dependent on additional capacity, 
whether expansion or new build, phasing will be dependent on design and build 
timescales.  

 
Once expansion in priority areas as detailed in 1 and 2 above,   EDC will aim first to move all 
centres to core delivery model, and then roll out the expanded entitlement to all children. This 
will be dependent on confirmation of funding following the national budget setting process.  
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Indicative funding requirements are as follows: 
 
 

Phase of implementation 
Proportion of places (%) 

17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 

Implementation in SIMD target areas  13% 13% 13% 13% 

Move sessional places to core model   
14% 14% 14% 

Move extended day term time places to 
core model   

  18% 18% 
Increase funding in settings already 
operating core model     22% 22% 

Addition of new capacity   10% 20% 33% 

Total 13% 37% 87% 100% 

 
 
More details phasing and investment planning will be developed in line with the workplan 
above. 
 
2017/18 funding has been allocated in line with these principles: 
 
Revenue funding has been used to establish trials of the proposed model in Hillhead, 
Auchinairn and Lennoxtown; the areas of the Council’s place approach. A small proportion 
of revenue funding has been used to support central team capacity to carry out expansion 
planning.  
 
A significant proportion of capital funding has been allocated to support new build 
investment in Auchinairn. This existing project has been extended to reflect the needs of the 
expansion. A small proportion of capital funding has been allocated to support pilot 
approaches to extension of existing settings.  
 
 
5.3 Planning for the workforce 

EDC’s ambition is to develop the current workforce during this time of change. We require to 
manage the movement of staff, support those moving into leadership roles and manage the 
change to contracts and changes to work patterns. 

The estimate for recruitment of a new workforce will be approximately 200 staff is between 
150-200 FTE. This is based on indicative staffing models for the core delivery model, which 
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have been modelled across all centres to inform planning. This figure will be further 
developed and scoped out by March 2018. 

The biggest challenge will be the move away from term time only provision to all year 
provision. This will require transparent and careful engagement with staff to consider the 
impact on working times, contracted hours, and term time contracts.  

EDC has identified three key areas to invest in the expansion of the workforce: 

 Develop our existing workforce: 
o Provide clear career pathways and opportunities for leadership; 
o Support employees to undertake qualifications; 
o Provide high quality professional learning and mentoring support in centres 

and across the authority. 
 

 Grow and expand the new workforce: 
o Work with the Regional Collaborative to engage with colleges ,universities 

and other training providers to ensure the provision of effective training; 
o A workforce development programme is provided in secondary schools to 

promote Early Years as a positive career across genders. 
o Increase number of Modern Apprentices over the next three year and provide 

MA with mentor within centres to build confidence and capacity. 
o Create Early Years Support Worker roles within all local authority centres and 

encourage and support staff to gain appropriate SVQ Early years qualifications 
to be able to become Early Years practitioners. 
 

 Support Partner providers 
o Provision of training and support to partner providers. 

 

5.3 Process and administration change 

It has been recognised that the administration of admissions and allocations of nursery places 
is significant task that requires dedicated central resources. In EDC this is met through by the 
Early Years team within Shared Services. The expansion of provision is likely to increase this 
burden of administration and it is important that suitable resources are allocated to deliver 
this.  

In addition, it is recognised that increased devolving of administration to schools and centres, 
with increased autonomy will allow for better alignment of allocation to local need, and will 
make use of staff’s close relationships with and understanding of families. It is recognised 
that greater autonomy for centre managers to respond to need will improve service, and 
increased efficiency and utilisation. The move to the core delivery model will ensure 
dedicated centre management staff in each setting, as well as dedicated admin capacity 
separate from the host school. Therefore there is opportunity to use the clerical and admin 
staff within schools and centres to support the allocation process.  
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This requires two work streams to be considered: 

1) Process mapping and engineering, business change. EDC business change team will 
support a review of process and decision making to establish a model of administration 
that meets the goals outlined above. This will require ongoing engagement with centre 
staff and central staff to embed change in process and approach. 
 

2) Development of management information system: The collation of data for analysis of 
service models to support planning has highlighted a need for high quality management 
information systems.  It has been recognised that data management is currently based in 
NAMS and SEEMIS and that neither of these systems provide a single source of reliable 
information on the service.  A tailored solution for early years is required, at the central 
management level and at setting management level. This would provide a single source of 
data, with varying levels of access/permissions: 

5.4 Project Management 

To support the delivery of the expansion, and to ensure the effective governance of the 
programme, the implementation of the expansion of early learning and childcare will be part 
of the Council’s Organisation and Transformation Programme.  A project team will be set up 
led by the School Planning and Improvement Manager, who will report to the Chief 
Education Officer. 

The wider project team will include representatives from the following services as required. 

 Finance 
 Human Resources 
 Procurement 
 Corporate Assets 
 Business change 
 Shared Services 

 

5.5 Delivering the capacity  

5.5.1 Commissioning of funded provision 

The national standard for providers will be the basis for commission of funded placements 
from other providers. This will be developed by the national Service Model Working group.  
At present partners provide approximately 30% of funded entitlement, and are a fundamental 
part of the provision of early learning and childcare in EDC. EDC is committed to a provider 
neutral approach. The ability of partners to expand funded provision is one of the largest risks 
that must be considered within expansion planning. 

EDCs proposed approach to commissioning is based on three principles: 
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1) Sustainability for providers and parents. The impact on providers’ business models of 
the expansion has been well recognised across Scotland and in England. It is recognised 
that current rates will rise to reflect the change in business models, and the demands of 
living wage. At present guidance on rate setting is being considered by joint working 
groups within the national expansion programme. EDC is engaging with providers locally 
to consider appropriate funding levels.  

2) Quality. As described above, EDC has always required a high standard of provision for 
partner providers. In addition, existing good practice to support quality improvement will 
be incorporated into commission, and providers will be required to participate in authority 
led quality improvement work. Recruitment, retention and training of staff is an important 
part of ensuring quality and developing leadership capacity, and it is recognised that 
suitable funding is an important factor in this.  

3) Accessibility and affordability. An important part of the Early Learning and Childcare  
offer in EDC is a recognition that the circumstances of each family are different, and that 
all providers, both local authority and partner providers must work with families to ensure 
that funded and extended ELC is accessible and affordable. Within a commissioning 
framework EDC will promote affordable charging policies for extended placements. 

EDC is committed to a provider neutral approach to delivery. From the point of view of the 
parent there should be little difference between local authority and other funded provision, 
particularly with regard to quality. However, this extends beyond quality to all parts of the 
service offering and relationship with parents.  

The ability of partners to increase provision of funded places is a programme level risk for 
the expansion. At present, it is not possible to determine the level to which partner provision 
will increase to meet demand. It is recognised that in terms of registered places, there is 
sufficient capacity to expand, but it is not yet known whether all partners will have the 
business resilience and operational capacity to maximise use of these registered places.  

In addition, the capacity of partners to expand will be determined by the sustainability of 
business models in an expanded funded provision. EDC will support partners to develop 
business models and will continue to operate a policy in which any provider can tender to be 
in partnership with the authority as long as key criteria are met, however this may not be 
achievable. The outputs of working groups on national standards and funding rates will have 
a significant impact on this, 

Ability of partners to expand will differ by locality and in response to local demographics, as 
well as the nature of partners. Localities which are more reliant on voluntary/3rd sector 
partners may be more exposed to risk.  

EDC planning assumptions have been considered on a locality basis to reflect this. Until 
detailed engagement with partners has been carried out, the ability of partners to expand 
cannot be quantified. At this stage, EDCs financial planning assumes that volume of hours 
commissioned from partners will not increase. This provides a stable baseline position which 
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can be built upon. The final level of partner provision will have a significant impact on 
revenue and capital cost.  

5.5.2 Infrastructure. 

EDC has conducted a locality by locality review, and identified requirements for additional 
capacity accordingly. Locality overviews are provided below. EDC is currently undergoing a 
setting by setting review to identify project level costs. 

General Record Offices Scotland (GROS) figures show a negligible (>3%) potential 
reduction in eligible children by 2020. All EDC planning assumptions are based on 2016/17 
eligible numbers as a representative baseline.  

Capacity review has been based on planning assumptions, and has followed the principles 
outlined in the planning guidance: 

1) Use what we have 

EDC’s proposed core delivery model maximises the use of each CI registered place. 
However, at present a significant proportion of these places are provided in school settings, 
and operate on a sessional basis or extended day/term time basis. These settings will require 
investment to provide a suitable environment for the core delivery model, in particular 
providing secure access separate from the school, sleep space, cooking, hot holding, snack 
and other welfare facilities.  

To deliver this, it has been assumed: 

a) that each sessional nursery class setting will require investment equal to a ‘major 
refurbishment’ in the planning assumptions. Costs have been developed accordingly.  

b) that each extended day term time setting will require investment equal to a ‘minor 
refurbishment’ in the planning assumptions. Costs have been developed accordingly. 

2) Buy what we need 

As described above, EDC intends to deliver a significant proportion of capacity through 
partners. EDC does not intend to provide capital funds for the extension or development of 
providers privately owned facilities. However, where it can demonstrated to be of value to the 
community in question and to support the terms of the expansion, EDC will give 
consideration to investment in EDC owned facilities used by partner providers. Costs have 
been included in the locality review.  

3) Build or extend.  

Where a capacity shortfall has been identified in a locality, new build costs have been 
allocated based on the national planning assumptions. Alternative expansion costs have also 
been considered. 
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5.5.3 Ensuring quality environments. 

Following the publication of Space to Grow, and building on EDCs experience of school and 
nursery development in recent years, EDC intends to develop a quality standard for ELC 
settings. This will provide design principles and technical information to describe what 
comprises a high quality EDC setting that facilitates EDC’s vision of good practice. All EDC 
ELC settings will be considered against this standard, and investment (refurb, extension, new 
build) will be directed by this. It is intended that to support the quality delivery of ELC 
following this expansion, all EDC settings should meet this standard.  

5.5.4 Using new types of settings.  

EDC intends to invest in forest provision, community based provision, provision co-located 
with other services and other new types of settings. These will require careful development 
and will be informed by local and national trials. EDC does not currently operate forest 
nurseries, and there will be a period of development and engagement both with staff and 
parents to generate understanding of the benefits of this type of provision. Therefore, these 
provisions have not been accounted for in capacity planning.  

As these new types of settings are developed, capital requirements may reduce. However, it 
should be noted that revenue funding requirements may increase. 

5.6 EDC wide overview of capacity requirements  

At present if no change is made to provision in EDC, there will a shortfall of 760 places.  

If the core delivery model is implemented fully, assuming 75% utilisation, and an 
overcapacity requirement of 15% to sell additional hours, there will be a shortfall of 509 
places for 3/4 year olds. Over 30% of capacity requirement will be delivered by changing the 
delivery model. 

However it is not possible to predict accurately the impact on partners and their capacity to 
provide the same or increased number of hours.  There are a number of risks and 
dependencies.  Parental choice is moving towards more extended day provision and some 
partners only operate in the mornings.  The number of parents choosing that model of 
provision is falling.   Some voluntary groups may find it difficult to develop a sustainable 
business model.  Private partner providers require additional income in order to be 
sustainable so engagement will be required to provide support and advice. Therefore, for 
planning purposes, it has been assumed that the volume of places will continue as at present. 

Across the authority, there will be a requirement to consider major refurbishment of 260 
sessional nursery class places. 

Across the authority, there will be a requirement to consider minor refurbishment of 218 
extended day term time places.  
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5.6.1 Capital implications (all figures are excluding indexed inflationary uplift): 

Based on the above and assumptions of the mix of new build and expansion, the cost of 
additional capacity will be £9,559,560. Based on outlined assumptions, refurbishment costs 
equate to £4,941,600 

Total capital cost estimates, equate to £14,501,160 

Further setting by setting review is currently underway, and will identify actual, rather than 
benchmarked, project requirements and costs. This will review will also identify 
opportunities for other types of provision to be developed. If partner capacity increases 
beyond the minimum assumed level, capital requirements will be reduced. It should also be 
noted that these cost assume that all capacity shortfall will be met through new build and 
expansion, and do not account for forest provision or registration of external space. This 
could reduce capital requirements further.  

5.6.2 Locality overview – Bearsden and Milngavie: 

If the all day/year model is implemented fully, assuming 75% utilisation, and an overcapacity 
requirement of 15% to sell additional hours, there will be a shortfall of 248 places. This 
assumes that the number of hours purchased from partners remains constant. 

Across the locality, there will be a requirement to consider major refurbishment of 95 
sessional nursery class places. 

Across the locality, there will be a requirement to consider minor refurbishment of 100 
extended day term time places.  

Notes: 

 Further work is required to identify distribution requirements between the Bearsden and 
Milngavie areas. In addition, it is recognised that there is a higher proportion of voluntary and 
community provision in the Milngavie areas. This may lead to a different level of partner 
capacity increase across the authority, and may affect capital requirements. 

 

5.6.3 Locality overview – Bishopbriggs 

If the all day/year model is implemented fully, assuming 75% utilisation, and an overcapacity 
requirement of 15% to sell additional hours, there will be a shortfall of 44 places. 

This assumes that the number of hours purchased from partners remains constant.  

Across the locality, there will be a requirement to consider major refurbishment of 40 
sessional nursery class places. 

Across the locality, there will be a requirement to consider minor refurbishment of 118 
extended day term time places.  
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Notes:  

The Auchinairn ELC centre project is currently in development and is being part funded 
through 17/18 capital funding. This will increase capacity in the south of Bishopbriggs by 24 
places.  

5.6.4 Locality overview – Kirkintilloch, Lenzie and surrounding villages.   

If the all day/year model is implemented fully, assuming 75% utilisation, and an overcapacity 
requirement of 15% to sell additional hours, there will be a shortfall of 217 places. 

This assumes that the number of hours purchased from partners remains constant.  

Across the locality, there will be a requirement to consider major refurbishment of 115 
sessional nursery class places. 

Across the locality, there will be no requirement to consider minor refurbishment of extended 
day term time places.  

Notes: 

Lenzie Meadow ELC has been identified as a potential location to trial increased registration 
to reflect outdoor space.  
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Section 6 Modelling the expansion – planning and finance 

6.1 Financial Implications 

This has been prepared as a result of extensive and detailed analysis of the performance of the 
EDC Early Learning and Childcare provision including local authority and partners. EDC has 
developed a cost estimate based on unit costs, as well as a cost estimate based on the financial 
template. This gives a range of cost, which will be developed further in line with the 
workplan above. 

6.2 Unit cost based estimate. 

The section provides: 

 Baseline spend & unit cost of provision 
 Gross revenue uplift for flexible 1140 
 Phasing of Revenue Requirement 

Baseline Revenue Spend: The following table provides EDC’s total baseline revenue spend. 

Total Current Gross Spend ( Fully allocated) 
EDC Settings £6,410,735 
Funded Providers ( includes in-kind estimate) £1,921,586 
Total £8,332,321 
 

Comments on baseline spend: 

 The EDC spend is fully allocated and may vary in this regard from national data. A fully 
allocated spend provides a more accurate service spend. 

 Partner spend includes an estimate of ‘in-kind’ services provided to partners. 
 The EDC setting spend includes all staffing and all ongoing property (maintenance, 

utilities etc.) 
 

Current Unit Cost of Provision: The following table provides an estimate of EDC’s unit 
cost of provision.  Scottish Government Planning Assumptions Data has been used in these 
calculations. 

 Statutory Hours 
Provided  

Non Statutory 
Hours Provided  

EDC Unit Cost 

Local Authority  684,600 207,077 £7.19 
Partners 451,800  £4.24 
Total 1,136,400 207,077 £6.20 
 

Comments on unit cost of provision: 

 Scottish Government / Improvement Service data has been used for number of registered 
children. Further work is required to harmonise this data with EDC internal data.  
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 Statutory hours provided assumes 100% delivery of hours for all registered children and 
does not reduce hours delivered for birthdays or absence. 

 Non-statutory hours provided is a combination of social care hours provided and top up 
sales to parents 

 

Gross revenue uplift for flexible 1140: The following table provides EDC’s gross revenue 
requirement for 1140 expansion.  

Total Revenue Uplift to Delivery1140 hours 
Eligible Children 2580 
Additional Hours Required per Child 540 
Estimated Cost per Hour £6.20 
Total £8,637,840 
 

Therefore the total projected cost of delivery i.e. baseline cost and total additional revenue is 
£16,970,161. 

Comments on gross revenue requirement: 

 The uplift estimate is dependent upon the nature and rate of operational change achieved 
in EDC settings, the number of children displaced from EDC and partner settings by 2020 
and the nature of the future relationship with funded providers.  

 The number of eligible children has been sourced from census data via EDC together with 
SG Baseline Assumptions (July 2017) 

 A single unit cost has been used over both 3, 4 year old provision and provision for 
eligible 2’s 

 

The breakdown of revenue uplift requirement is as follows: 

 Operating model change and expansion of delivery in existing centres. The majority 
of children will access 1140 hours in an expanded EDC centre using the core delivery 
model and this will account for the majority of spend.  

 Expansion of delivery in new centres. As discussed above, there will be a requirement 
to invest in new capacity and new centres to meet the demand of 1140 hours. 

 Commissioning of placements from partner providers. As described above, EDC 
assumes a minimum position of commissioning the same number of hours as currently 
commissioned. However, this may increase dependant on partner’s ability to expand 
funded provision.  

 Additional revenue spend to support the delivery of the blueprint. It is important to 
note that the core operating model is more efficient than the current range of operating 
models. However, there will be potential additional spend in a  number of key areas, 
which could increase cost beyond the £16.97m  

o Flexibility of model. Where engagement with communities shows that the 
core delivery model may not be the most suitable for all families, additional 
revenue could be used to implement other models of delivery, if demand is 
high.  
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o Increase in partner rates. It is recognised that the expansion will have a 
significant impact on partners’ business models, as will the requirement to pay 
staff the living wage. EDC will engage with partners to establish a partner rate 
which ensures a sustainable, high quality service. 

o Supporting vulnerable families. Where required, investment in nurture, ASN 
provision and family learning will support the needs of the most vulnerable 
children and families.  

o Alternative ELC settings. In consultation with communities, EDC will look to 
develop other types of ELC settings including forest settings. These settings 
can require additional staff, materials and other funding.  

 

6.2 Financial template cost estimate. 

The financial template, attached as appendix 1, provides indicative costs, including 16/17 and 
17/18 baseline cost and 21/22 full year recurring costs. For the years 18/19, 19/20, and 20/21, 
the template has not been completed. As outlined in the work plan above, further work is 
required to develop detailed planning. Indicative phasing of funded entitlement is provided in 
section 5.2 above, and can be used to determine the indicative proportion of full year cost 
required in each year.  

The financial template provides a full year cost estimate of £20.05m. This is significantly 
higher than the unit cost based estimate provided above. There are a number of reasons for 
this difference: 

- The template accounts for free lunches for all children, which the unit cost does not.  
- The unit cost is based on actual spend, which reflects a staffing model adjusted 

throughout the year to reflect fluctuating demand and the step up in enrolment at key 
points in the year. Staffing cost is not constant across the year. However, the financial 
template reflects a staffing budget at single point in the year, which must be the 
maximum staffing model. Therefore staffing cost is higher. This is reflected in the 
difference between the template 16/17 baseline and the actual spend discussed in 
section 6.1 above.  

- The template contains additional graduate costs. 
- The template assumes an increase in partner rate to £5, which is not reflected in the 

unit cost. This is an indicative rate only, and EDC has further work to complete to 
agree this rate, which will be informed by consultation, and by national best practice 
and guidance. This will also depend on the level of funding provided to EDC. 

- The staffing models used to populate the template are indicative, and require further 
refinement. Staffing models will be informed by the outcome of the delivery trials, 
which commenced in August 2017. 

Therefore, the financial template can be considered to be including a number of the additional 
cost elements discussed in 6.2 above.  

Details of planning assumptions used to inform the financial template are attached as 
appendix 2. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1. THE NATIONAL PICTURE 

 

The Children and Young People (Scotland) Act 2014 detailed an extension to the 

provision of Early Learning and Childcare (ELC) to be delivered from August 2014. 

This increased the number of hours to be delivered, from 475 to 600 per annum, with 

the aspiration of increasing flexibility as to how families were able to access these 

hours.  It also detailed an increase in the number of children eligible to receive ELC 

by including 2 year olds from families in receipt of certain benefits and tax credits, 

equating to approximately 27% of all 2 year olds. 

 

The announcement from the Scottish Government as part of their election manifesto 

to increase ELC provision to 1140 hours means a further review of how we deliver 

ELC in Fife by the end of this parliamentary term.  All families will have an entitlement 

to 1140 hours (equivalent of 30 hours per week based on school terms) funded ELC 

from August 2020 for all eligible 2 year olds and all 3 and 4 year olds (estimated as 

approximately 9,200 children across Fife). This is almost doubling the provision that 

we already offer in Fife for Early Learning and Childcare. The Blueprint for 2020 sets 

the direction for the transformation of Early Learning and Childcare (ELC) provision 

in Scotland. It sets out the key policy principles that will underpin the expansion and 

our aspirations for how the ELC sector will look and operate in 2020. 

 

1.2. FIFE COUNCIL PRIORITIES 

 

The Family Nurture Approach – The Way Ahead report was discussed at Executive 

Committee on 1st March 2016, this summarised progress achieved to give children 

in Fife the Best Start in Life through service transformation and closer integration. 

The Inspection of Children’s Services 2016 endorsed the Family Nurture Approach 

(FNA) as an area of strength. The delivery of Early Learning and Childcare as part 

of the FNA is central to our early engagement with children and families at a universal 

level through a non-stigmatising and strength based approach.  This is demonstrated 

in the illustration overleaf: 
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In Fife we successfully delivered the increased number of ELC hours for all eligible 

2 year olds and all 3 and 4 year olds from August 2014. We have also introduced a 

flexible model of ELC delivery that has been recognised nationally, built around 

consultation with parents and staff in April 2013 and October 2014.   

 

In August 2015 each of the 23 extended local nursery areas in Fife had at least one 

Fife Council provision offering full day spaces or 4 hour sessions as well as the 

traditional morning or afternoon sessions. This model was further increased in 

August 2016 to 48 settings offering the flexible model of ELC, based on demand for 

full day and 4 hour placements. 

 

During the past three years since the introduction of the flexible models, over 97% 

of applicants to Fife Council nurseries allocated through the nursery panels, have 

been offered their first choice nursery and first choice session length. 
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As part of the ongoing work leading on from 600 hours delivery, 32 early entrant 

provisions with a Care Inspectorate capacity for 480 children at any one time, 

allowing us to offer over 900 placements for 2 years olds.   Six hundred and sixty 

five (665) 2 year olds are currently accessing this provision. 

 

Fife’s current focus is to build on the success of our Family Nurture Approach (FNA) 

and flexible model of ELC listening to our families, staff and children to create new 

delivery models of Early Learning and Childcare that complement family life, allowing 

for access to employment and empowering parents to be the best parents they can 

be. A key priority is to maintain the high quality early learning that is recognised in 

Fife as well as providing 1140 hours of ELC. 

 

The quality of Fife’s early years provision (including partner providers) remains better 

than the national picture. In the three years to 2015/16 66.7% of the pre-school 

centres inspected by Education Scotland in Fife were rated “good” or better (as 

compared with 65.5% nationally). Over the same period, 75.0% of the Council’s own 

pre-school centres were rated “good” or better. 

 

Fife Council has successfully delivered the increased hours within expected 

timescales and has continued to increase flexibility for placements over the last three 

years, where 50% of our nurseries now deliver flexible models.  We have also 

successfully provided one of the highest percentage of 2 year old placements for 

eligible children across Scotland. 
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2. DELIVERY MODEL FOR 1140 HOURS 

 

2.1. DEVELOPMENT OF MODEL 
 
In order to develop a model that will meet the needs of children, families and staff a 

local governance structure has been created in Fife with a number of different work 

streams to ensure delivery of our model. All work streams currently report to the Best 

Start in Life Steering group. This structure allows us to develop our work around the 

following themes: 

• 1140 hours  

• ELC Building Programme  

• EY Workforce Development  

• Parenting/Family Work  

• Outcomes/Quality Assurance  

• Progression within Early Level  

• Parental Engagement   

• Trade Union Engagement  

 

Consultations with stakeholders on ELC in Fife took place in April 2013 and October 

2014 in relation to the delivery of 600 hours of ELC and a further statutory consultation 

was undertaken in November 2016 to establish parent views on existing Early 

Learning and Childcare service delivery. This also provided an opportunity to gather 

views on the proposed increase in ELC hours to 1140 per annum. The data from this 

consultation has been widely referred to across this paper and has informed the 

service design to date.   

The additionality across Fife will support parents in work and training to access the 

flexibility they need to meet their children’s early learning and care needs. The 

programme will deliver a range of provision and will have sufficient capacity for 

parents to be able to purchase additional hours to top up their funded entitlement in 

particular establishments.  
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Our intention in planning the programme of delivery of 1140 hours is based on our 

belief that we should work with both children and their families. The Family Nurture 

Approach is firmly embedded in our current nurseries and parental engagement and 

learning is delivering improved outcomes for our youngest children. The increased 

hours will offer parents further choice and flexibility, matching the needs of their 

families and meeting the current context of each local community.  

2.2. DELIVERY MODEL OUTLINE 
 
The delivery model will offer a blend of provision across Local Authority Early 

Learning and Childcare (ELC) settings, Private Nurseries, Playgroups, 

Childminders and Out of Nursery Care. 

We have used our existing model of delivery for 600 hours as a base to develop 

options for 1140 hrs, where we have grouped between 4 and 6 local nurseries into 

23 extended local nursery areas as demonstrated in Appendix A.  During our most 

recent consultation, parents identified that they would not be willing to travel out of 

their area to receive alternative ELC provision.  Core delivery models will therefore 

be available in all 23 of the extended local nursery areas, so parents are able to 

choose the options locally which suit their needs best.  Core provision will consist of: 

• Full year Fife Council provision 

• Term time Fife Council provision 

• Partner Provider provision including Private Nurseries, Playgroups and 

Childminders 

• Wraparound Care 

In addition to this core provision we have also identified other options which are not 

available in all areas due to limitations in suitable facilities being available.  The full 

model is demonstrated in the illustration overleaf: 
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Additional options will be based in alternative settings where there is capacity.  Joint 

working groups to deliver these alternative options have been established with: 

• Community Use Services 

• Fife Sports and Leisure Trust 

• Childcare Services 

• Social Work – Older Peoples Services 
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2.3. PILOT PROJECTS – MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
 
A number of pilot projects have been identified to test possible models and will be 

delivered as a local option for families during this academic session and the next 

(17/18 and 18/19). 

 

Additional resources have been allocated to drive forward these developments and 

deliver the programme. Specific remits provide a lead on capital projects to ensure 

our feasibility exercise is completed and that an effective and efficient delivery 

model can be delivered within timescales. 

• Ceres – Outdoor nursery over a full day/week (50% based outdoors and 50% 

based within a traditional nursery building). 

• Childminding provision - Fife Council have engaged with the childminding 

community to consider provision of additional flexibility within local areas. A 

number of pilot schemes are being developed for delivery of increased local 

flexible ELC placements for 2 year olds within academic year 2017/18.  Fife 

Council are supporting 8 local Childminders to gain relevant qualifications in 

this sector through an apprenticeship model. Other pilot schemes will also be 

investigated in conjunction with SCMA. 

• Fife Council Leisure Centre – a pilot is being developed to offer further flexible 

services including holiday provision in partnership with Fife Childcare Services. 

This model uses existing space within appointed leisure centres, reducing 

overheads and maximising the efficiency of the service. 

• Capshard – Outside-In Model where an outdoor classroom has been 

incorporated into the design of the nursery.  This will enable us to extend the 

outdoor learning opportunities for children attending this setting. 
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2.4. HOURS OF OPERATION 
 
Fife Council settings will continue to offer fixed session times in order for us to be 

able to staff these in the most efficient way possible and ensure the best use of the 

resources available.  Opening times for Fife Council nurseries will be set locally to 

meet needs in the community.  Session lengths have been provisionally identified 

based on the parent consultation undertaken in November 2016 but may be subject 

to change following bi-annual parent consultation.  The proposed length of sessions 

used to cost the delivery model are identified below: 

 

• Term time settings – 6 hrs per session (usually between 9.00 am – 3 pm) 

offering 190 sessions during the school academic year with a maximum of 5 

sessions being available each week.  Settings will be shut during in-service 

days and school holidays.  For those wishing to use a blended model 

approach, where they can attend a number of ELC providers, we could also 

offer sessions of 3 hours per day either am or pm with additional hours being 

available to be used in an alternative ELC setting, up to a maximum of 15 

hours per week. 

• Full year settings – 5 hours per session either morning or afternoon (usually 

between 8 am – 1 pm for a morning session and 1 pm – 6 pm for an afternoon 

session) with a maximum of 5 sessions funded each week.  This would 

provide 228 funded sessions each year which would allow children to take 

just over 6 weeks holiday during the year in agreement with the nursery to tie 

into family requirements.  Settings would be closed during in-service days and 

bank holidays.  Paid wraparound would also be available for parents who did 

not wish to utilise the holiday period. 

Partner Providers will be able to offer parents a flexible model of delivery in line with 

their current terms and conditions.  Parents will agree attendance patterns with their 

partner provider of choice and will be able to receive up to a maximum of 30 hours 

per week of funded ELC.  Proposed session times for all these models are illustrated 

in Appendix B. 
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When calculating placements across Fife we have applied the following assumptions 

based on availability of private ELC providers within the area: 

Type 3-4 year olds 2 year olds 

Fife Council Provision 80% 81% 

Partner Provider Provision 20% 19% 

Term Time Provision 55% 45% 

Full Year Provision 61% 39% 

 

 

2.5.  QUALITY IMPROVEMENT 
 
An effective model of ongoing quality improvement across services, including partner 

providers, is already established in Fife Council. The development of a peripatetic 

team, including Principal Teachers, Peripatetic Teachers and Early Years 

Development Officers was established, to provide support and challenge to 

nurseries as we developed the 600 hour model. 

 

The area based teams provide a mix of visits and support sessions, localised training 

to meet identified needs and briefing and development sessions on Fife priorities. 

This has helped to ensure consistency and continued improvement across the 

authority. 

 

The projections include additional funding to expand these teams to meet the mixed 

economy needs in the future. Staff will work across Local Authority and partner 

providers to ensure high quality delivery of ELC and will include area based support 

for childminders. 
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3. WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT 

 

3.1. STAFFING MODELS 
 
Staffing models for Fife Council employees have been developed in line with the 

proposals for full year and term time services identified above.  These take account 

of full time contracts being 36 hours per week for employees along with requirements 

of planning and preparation time to be included in their working week.  Statutory 

lunch breaks of 30 minutes for staff working more than 6 hours are also included in 

the models.   

 

Staff to children ratios are calculated as 1:8 for children over 3 and 1:5 for 2 year 

olds in line with Care Inspectorate regulations, with some additionality being 

available during the lunch time period to ensure children receive a high quality eating 

experience and part time staff have time to share information about the children’s 

learning and welfare. 

 

3.2. STAFF DEVELOPMENT 
 
Additional funding allocated for 2017-18 for 1140 hours has been used to appoint a 

lead co-ordinator to ensure workforce development is a key development strategy. 

This work includes the delivery of new Early Years Foundation Apprenticeships, 

Modern Apprenticeships and an Adult Apprenticeship route to encourage work 

returners and those seeking a change in career direction.  

 

We have successfully appointed 28 modern apprentices and 25 adult apprentices 

this year with another 25 adult apprentices expected to start in January 2018.  We 

plan to offer additional apprenticeship opportunities over the next few years to 

increase the available workforce in order to meet our projected staffing requirements 

for delivery of 1140 hours. 

 

There is a focus on recruitment including a specific campaign to target male 

applicants towards an early years workforce. 
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Key workforce training programmes have been developed to support staff and 

ensure the continuity of high quality early years employees with built in career 

progression and development opportunities.  

 

3.3. ADDITONAL DEGREE QUALIFIED STAFF 
 
The Additional Graduate commitment from the Scottish Government will be targeted 

at nurseries within 20% of the most deprived postcode areas using SIMD 1 & 2 data 

and Free Meal entitlement.  We have identified additional staff to access the BA 

Childhood Practice course. In Fife we anticipate funding for 28 additional graduate 

staff, potentially a career development pathway for early years practitioners. The role 

will be at an enhanced salary equivalent to FC8 on Fife Council single status pay 

scale £41,771 - £46,406 (inc. on costs).  

 

The intention is to extend all 28 posts over 52 weeks to ensure high quality support 

for all settings over a calendar year. Further details of the Fife implementation model 

are outlined in the Additional Graduate Action Plan template in Appendix  C. 

 

Currently, 29 Fife Council employees are undertaking the BA in Childhood Practice. 
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4. INFRASTRUCTURE 

 

4.1. CAPACITY INDENTIFICATION 
 
Fife wide, our nurseries, schools and vacant premises have been investigated to 

map out potential provision and accommodation opportunities for 2020.  This work 

has helped to inform where we need to adapt existing nurseries, redevelop other Fife 

Council buildings or provide new nursery builds to create the number of additional 

places required by 2020.   

 

We have consulted with existing and potential partner provider organisations and 

individuals within Fife to identify capacity outwith the Fife Council estate to ensure 

that this has been included in our planning options.  We have assumed that existing 

partnerships with Private Nurseries and Playgroups will continue with additional 

partner provision being offered through new partnerships agreements with 

Childminders. 

 

We have also been working with a number of other Fife Council departments along 

with other organisations to identify capacity in other operational buildings throughout 

Fife.   This has allowed development of proposals for Care Home nurseries, Leisure 

Centre nurseries, Workplace nurseries and Outdoor provision, which are included in 

our calculations. 

 

4.2. PROJECTED NUMBER OF PLACEMENTS REQUIRED 
 
Projections for the number of children requiring placements in each local nursery 

area have been calculated using Child Health Index data supplied by NHS Fife for 

years 2014, 2015, 2016 and 2017.  For future year projections, birth information has 

been averaged across the previous 4 years information. 

 

An annual % change has also been applied to each birth cohort as they move onto 

the next stage to reflect population changes in the local area.  This is also calculated 

using CHI data between 2014 and 2017.   
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In addition, housebuilding not included in a Strategic Development Area, has been 

added to projections based on an average household size (2.2 people per house) 

and birth rate of 11.3 per 1000 people.  Information on housebuilding is based on 

previously agreed developments supplied by our planning department. 

Identified capacities, projected numbers and placement information can be found in 

Appendix D – Capacity Information. 

 

4.3. CAPITAL WORK REQUIRED 
 
Efficient delivery of new build models and effective expansion and refurbishment in 

partnership with Property Services have resulted in exciting developments at 

Sunflower Family Nurture Centre (FNC), Woodlands FNC and Lynburn Primary 

School  Nursery. These developments provide additional early entrant places and 

improved facilities for 3 and 4 year olds. There has been a high level of interest in 

the design and build programme which has been recognised nationally as good 

practice.   

 

This completed work has also allowed us to base our costs for future projects on 

recently completed projects undertaken within Fife.  As a result of this work, the 

assumptions we have used when costing capital builds are: 

• Minor Refurbishment - £1500 per m2 

• Major Refurbishment - £2100 per m2 

• Extension - £3500 per m2 

• New Build - £3200 per m2 

• Outside – £1500 per m2 

 

Where capacity needs to be created to meet the future projected demand for each 

area, we have applied the following criteria when identifying projects: 

 

• Is there any existing unused capacity within the nursery / primary school which 

can be refurbished? 
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• Are there any ELC providers, including childminders, in the area who may be 

able to offer additional capacity?  

• Can we use existing capacity differently by applying the full year model to the 

setting? 

• Are there any unused building available locally that are suitable for conversion 

to a nursery? 

• Can an extension be added to an existing nursery / primary? 

• Can we develop a locality new build solution to meet needs across a number 

of local areas to minimise the number of projects and give economy of scale. 

 

A list of identified projects is attached in Appendix E showing when additional capacity 

will be delivered. 
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5. PHASING OF 1140 HRS DELIVERY MODEL  

Plans are under development to phase the expansion programme to enable uptake of 

1140 hours in a phased approach. Clear protocols and application approaches will apply 

to any phased increase in hours to ensure an equitable approach across Fife as to how 

hours are allocated.  Eligible children will be offered 1140 hours in total each year. 

 

There are a number of ways an increase in hours will be introduced: 

• Increased provision through building work. 

• Increase provision through the implementation of a full year model in existing 

nurseries. 

• Increased provision through new partnership working with childminders. 

 

Criteria will be developed to identify children who would benefit from increased provision.  

This will be done in priority order, as with our current admissions process, so that those 

most in need are allocated additional hours first.   

 

Building work has been planned to take account of data on areas of deprivation to ensure 

capacity in areas with the high SIMD 1 & 2 and Free Meal Entitlement is delivered first.  

We will then be able to use this capacity to increase the workforce by providing additional 

contracts for apprentices completing their training or those additional students gaining 

relevant qualifications by attending college.   

 

Due to the number of new staff that are to be recruited to deliver 1140 hours by August 

2020, we will also phase the increase in the number of staff employed equally over the 

next 3 years.  This will allow us to recruit college leavers as well as our own apprentices 

as they complete relevant qualifications.  We will also be able to ensure that new staff 

have an induction programme that meets their needs. 
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6. BUDGET REQUIREMENTS 

 

6.1. BUDGET ALLOCATION FOR 2017-18 

The additional funding received from the Scottish Government to support the 

delivery of 1140 hours funding has enabled development and piloting of our delivery 

model for financial year 2017/18 through Capital and Revenue allocations. 

Budget Indicative 

Allocation 

£m 

Reallocated 

Funding 

£m 

Total 

Allocation 

2017-18 

£m 

 

 

Capital 
2.126 0.150 2.276 

Revenue 

 
1.488 0 1.488 

 

Details of how this budget has been allocated are listed below: 

 

Revenue Funding 2017-18 - £1.488m 

 £ 

Project development – increase in central team to deliver 

project 

£426,000 

Staff development – various modern apprenticeship schemes 

and support existing staff to upskill 

£724,000 

Pilot projects – revenue costs associated with capital projects 

below 

£339,000 

 £1,489,000 
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Capital Funding 2017-18 - £2.276m 

 £ 

Foulford  £211,061 

Rosslyn – phase 1 £1,234,584 

Rosslyn – phase 2 £20,000 

Capshard  £500,000 

Cowdenbeath Leisure Centre £20,000 

Duloch Leisure Centre £40,000 

St Serfs £83,625 

Pathhead £400,000 

Clentry £50,000 

St. Kenneth’s £50,000 

 £2,609,270 

 

Additional funding has been identified to cover the shortfall in funding for 2017/18. 

 

6.2. FUTURE BUDGET REQUIREMENTS 
 

Projected budget requirements for both Capital and Revenue expenditure for ELC 

have been calculated for financial years 2018/19, 2019/20, 2020/21 and 2021/22 

based on current prices for 2017/18.  These budgets assume that the first full year 

of delivery of 1140 hours will be in financial year 2021/22 (starting in August 2020) 
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This information will be submitted in detail to the Scottish Government using the 

template supplied by the ELC Programme Office, along with this plan.  The 

information is summarised in the table below: 

 

Financial Year Revenue Funding 

(£m) 

Capital Funding 

(£m) 

Total (£m) 

2017/18 £30.117 £2.609 £32.726 

2018/19 £40.792 £14.273 £54.065 

2019/20 £49.043 £32.272 £81.315 

2020/21 £58.728 £9.203 £67.931 

2021/22 £58.815 £0 £58.815 
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7. CONCLUSION 

The evaluation of the Family Nurture Approach in Fife has confirmed that we are 

achieving positive outcomes for children and families through an integrated and 

collaborative model of delivery with Early Learning and Childcare at the core of the 

model. To deliver flexible and transformational services across the 7 local areas we 

require a culture of improvement and innovation, building on the strength of universal 

support. 

The Parenting and Family Support Strategy gives the context of our approach to 

engaging families and communities through a strength based and participative 

approach based on prevention and early intervention. The outcome measures are 

clearly defined and services are working in partnership to engage some of our most 

vulnerable families through a non-stigmatising approach. 

Our success in delivering 600 hours of ELC has created a strong foundation to inform 

the planning associated with the delivery of 1140 hours. We are already seeing 

evidence of closing the attainment gap through delivering 600 hours of high quality of 

ELC and intend to build on this to further close the attainment gap and raise 

attainement for all. The consultation undertaken with families in November 2016 has 

helped shape our future delivery model. The ambitious nature of this policy objective, 

will require an innovative and multi-faceted model to be developed. Our key next steps 

will involve; 

• Further scrutiny of possible development sites and projected costs dependent 

on funding available 

• Continued engagement sessions with early years workforce and their Trade 

Union representatives 

• Further consultation with third sector partners including Early Years Scotland 

and Scottish Childminding Association about how a blended model of ELC can 

be delivered 

• Pilot new alternative models of delivery in a few sites e.g. an Outside In nursery, 

outdoor forest and nursery combination and a childminding and school nursery 

model of blended care. 
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• Continued engagement with Private Nurseries, Playgroups and Childminders 

to explore their ability to deliver additional capacity for 1140 hours. 

There are significant challenges ahead in delivering a quality workforce in sufficient 

numbers to meet the needs of increased capacity in our ELC settings. Further 

development of training routes are being established for existing staff and to attract 

new members to the workforce. Our new apprenticeship routes and options for 

redeployment from other reducing services will help us to build the workforce over 

the next 2 years to ensure adequate numbers for 2020. We are actively promoting 

early years as a growth market and an exciting and worthwhile career option. 

We are committed to deliver an affordable and flexible arrangement for Early 

Learning and Childcare across Fife that builds on our current quality of service as 

part of our Family Nurture Approach.  We view Early Learning and Childcare as the 

way to deliver a universal service to all families that allows us to build relationships 

and offer support to children and families at a more additional or intensive level as 

appropriate. 

The work already undertaken places us well in developing an effective model of 

support in the Early Years. Confirmation of funding, both revenue and capital, will 

allow us to formalise or modify our plans to ensure that we make the progress we 

need to be ready for August 2020. Our current plans based on full uptake of 1140 

hours by all eligible children project that we will require £49,817,600 of additional 

Capital funding and £35,096,291 of Revenue funding on an annual basis.  

The proposed models of flexible ELC provide additional opportunities for parents i.e. 

accessing employment, improving life chances through access to longer hours to 

meet working needs. It is key to our vision for 2020 that we continue to consult and 

listen to parents as we move forward with implementation to ensure sufficient choice 

and flexibility is available in every area of Fife. 
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APPENDIX A – EXTENDED LOCAL NURSERY AREAS ACROSS FIFE 
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APPENDIX B – PROPOSED SESSION TIMES 
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APPENDIX C – ADDITIONAL GRADUATE ACTION PLAN 

 

ELC Additional Graduate Commitment – Action Plan Template 
 

Local authorities are required to submit an Action Plan setting out how they intend to allocate their 

additional graduate places. These plans will be required no later than 29 September 2017 (and are 

expected to be completed alongside local authority ELC expansion plans). 

 

Please send completed forms to the Additional Graduate mailbox 

(ELCAdditionalGraduateMailbox@gov.scot). Please also use the Additional Graduate mailbox for 

any questions related to the commitment or alternatively contact Euan Carmichael at 

euan.carmichael@gov.scot or 0131 244 9923. 

 

 

1. (a) Which nurseries/ELC settings in your local authority area will receive an additional 

graduate? 

 

 
 

 

P a t h h e a d  P S  N C K i r k c a l d y

P a x t o n  N u r s e ry L e v e n m o u t h

L a d y b i rd  F N C G l e n r o t h e s

V a l l e y  P S  N C K i r k c a l d y

S o u t h w o o d  P S  N C G l e n r o t h e s

B u c k h a v e n  P S  N C L e v e n m o u t h

C o w d e n b e a t h  P S  N C C o w d e n b e a t h  &  L

S t  B r i d e s  R C  P S  N C C o w d e n b e a t h  &  L

B e n a r t y  P S  N C  &  D u n m o r e  N u rs e r y C o w d e n b e a t h  &  L

S t  K e n n e t h 's  R C  P S  N C C o w d e n b e a t h  &  L

I n z i e v a r  P S  N C S o u t h  W  F i f e

F a i r  I s l e  F N C K i r k c a l d y

W o o d l a n d s  F N C  L e v e n m o u t h

T h o rn t o n  P S  N C G l e n r o t h e s

K i rk c a l d y  N o r t h  P S  N C K i r k c a l d y

L y n b u rn  P S  N C D u n f e rm l i n e

B e a n s t a l k  F N C D u n f e rm l i n e

C a rd e n d e n  P S  N C C o w d e n b e a t h  &  L

D e n e n d  P S  N C C o w d e n b e a t h  &  L

S t   N i n i a n s  R C  P S  N C C o w d e n b e a t h  &  L

D y s a r t  P S  N C K i r k c a l d y

K e n n o w a y  P S  N C  &  P e e k - a - B o o  N u rs e r y L e v e n m o u t h

D e n b e a t h  P S  N C  &  P o p p y v i e w  F N C L e v e n m o u t h

L e s l i e  P S  N C G l e n r o t h e s

S t  S e rf s  R C  P S  N C S W  F i f e

S u n f l o w e r  F N C  &  L o c h g e l l y  W e s t  P S  N C C o w d e n b e a t h  &  L

M o u n t f l e u r i e  P S  &  S p r i n g f i e l d  P S  N C  N E  F i f e  &  G l e n r o t h e s

R i m b l e t o n  P S G l e n r o t h e s
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(b) Which of the selected nurseries/ELC settings are funded providers in the private or 

third sector? 

 

 
 

(c) Do you intend to allocate any of the additional graduates over more than one setting 

due to these settings being in remote and rural areas with small class numbers and/or 

limited operating hours? Please set out a case below justifying the reasons for an 

identified setting not receiving a FTE additional graduate. 

 

 
 

 

2. (a) How do you intend to recruit the additional graduates for your identified ELC 

settings?  

 

 

Peek-a-Boo Nursery, Leven 

Poppyview Family Centre, Methil 

Benarty PS NC and Dunmore Nursery are both part of Benarty PS and managed by the same 

Headteacher but the nursery provision is located on two sites. 

Springfield PS NC & Mountfleurie PS NC – Springfield PS NC is the only service located in 

the NE Fife area and is also a part-time service offering morning only sessions for up to 10 

children.  Linking with Mountfleurie PS NC will support a more efficient use of time across both 

nurseries and allow for more children to be supported whilst minimising travelling time for the 

graduate. 

Two LA nursery classes in the Levenemouth area will be linked with private providers in the 

locality (Denbeath PS/Poppyview Family Centre and Mountfleurie PS/Peek-a-Boo Nursery).  

Both of these providers are located in localities which are predominantly in SIMD 1 and 2, 

offering some funded places to local residents to attend college.  The numbers of funded 

places are significantly lower than the places taken by children in the LA nursery classes but 

linking the graduate allocation over these services will allow for these children to be 

supported.  There is a pre-existing support mechanism in the local Family Nurture Centre 

where additional teacher time is allocated to support the group of partner providers. 

Additional CPD opportunities have been offered to early years officers to enable them to 

access the PDA and BA in Childhood Studies. Backfill has been funded for those requiring full 

day release and study time cover for those undertaking distance learning. 

This session over 25 EYO and SEYOs are undertaking an enhanced qualification. 

The additional posts will be recruited through the myjobscotland portal for commencement in 

August 2018. Successful candidates will be expected to hold or be working towards their 

qualification. 
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(b) How many existing practitioners do you intend to upskill?  

 

 
 

(c) How many of the additional posts do you intend to fill with teachers? Please list the 

settings that you intend to allocate a teacher to. 

 

At present over 25 practitioners are undertaking the enhanced qualifications. 

Data is still being collected about the number of staff who already hold an enhanced level of 

qualification. 5 of 7 current Depute Head of Family Nurture Centres are already qualified to 

degree level.  
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All 99 current nursery classes currently have access to a nursery teacher within a formulaic 

model. 7 Family Nurture Centres and associated standalone nurseries have additional teacher 

time, PT allocation and teachers to provide access to partner providers. 

Current teacher allocation 

Pathead PS – 0.5 fte 

Paxton Nursery 0.5 fte /0.5 fte (1 fte) for partners plus PT support  

Ladybird FNC 1 fte PT, 0.5 fte partners, 1 fte HT (across 2 settings) 

Valley PS – 0.6 fte 

Southwood PS – 0.5 fte 

Buckhaven PS – 0.3 fte (peripatetic)  

Cowdenbeath PS - 0.5 fte  

St Brides RC PS -  0.2 fte (peripatetic)  

Benarty PS & Dunmore Nursery - 0.4fte   

St Kenneth's RC PS - 0.3 fte (peripatetic) 

Inzievar PS - 0.5 fte  

Fair Isle FNC – 1 fte PT, 0.5 fte NT/0.5 fte partners 1.fte HT  

Woodlands FNC - 1 fte PT, 0.5 fte NT/0.5 fte partners 1.fte HT  

Thornton PS – 0.3 fte peripatetic  

Kirkcaldy North PS NC 0.3 fte peripatetic  

Lynburn P- 0.7 fte peripatetic  

Beanstalk FNC 1 fte PT, 0.5 fte NT/0.5 fte partners 1.fte HT  

Cardenden PS – 0.3 fte peripatetic  

Denend PS  - 0.2 fte peripatetic  

St  Ninians RC PS – 0.3 fte peripatetic  

Dysart PS – 0.3 fte peripatetic   

Kennoway PS – 0.7 fte & Peek-a-Boo Nursery – peripatetic teacher support  

Denbeath P – 0.2 fte peripatetic & Poppyview FNC peripatetic teacher support  

Leslie PS – 0.5 fte peripatetic  

St Serfs RC PS – 0.2 fte peripatetic  

Sunflower FNC 1 fte PT,0.5 fte NT/0.5 fte partners,1.fte HT & Lochgelly West 
PS – 0.2 fte 

 

Mountfleurie PS – 0.5 fte & Springfield PS 0.2 fte peripatetic  

Rimbleton PS – 0.5 fte   
 

All above settings will have additionality of 1 further fte graduate qualified staff member. 

7 Family Nurture Centres and associated standalones all have enhanced teacher allocations 

and a qualified Headteacher. The additional teacher 6.0 fte time in these settings allows 

localised support for the 52 partners across Fife. The additional graduate qualified staff would 

add to this provision in the SIMD 1 and 2 areas. 
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3. Where existing staff are expected to be redeployed, or are undertaking day release for 

training, what plans do you have to backfill the posts to ensure that the commitment 

results in an increase in the number of graduates in your ELC workforce? 

 

 
  

 

4. (a) Please set out the details of the grade, and corresponding salary, for the graduate 

posts (based on the objectives and draft job specification set out in annexes B and C in 

the Guidance Note). As highlighted in the guidance note in the case of teaching posts 

being recruited to the roles, the basic teaching grade as per the Scottish Negotiating 

Committee for Teachers terms and conditions will apply. 

 

 
 

(b) Please set out your initial estimate of the additional staffing costs for the additional 

graduate posts for 2018-19.  

 

 

An extensive recruitment programme is underway to increase the number of Modern 

Apprenticeships and Adult Apprenticeships throughout Fife. A cohort of each model are 

already placed in Fife nurseries as supernumerary staff. The intention is to include them in 

staff ratios for 50% of their working week during their second year of study. This will help to 

release staff for training and replace staff who apply for and are successful in securing a 

graduate post. 

FC8, at top of scale SP31.  
39 wks = £34,610 
52 wks = £46,178 
 

Salary scale is same as a Depute Head of Centre in a Family Nurture Centre and represents 

an entry level with a degree level qualification under Fife single status terms and conditions. 

Fife’s aspiration is to provide a career pathway for all early years practitioners to allow for 

progression. 

Currently Early Years Officers can progress to a senior role FC 7(SEYO), a Family Worker 

Senior FC7, a Family Worker with under 3s FC7 and a Depute Head of Centre FC8 . The 28 

additional degree level posts will further enhance this pathway at an additional FC8 salary 

level. 

28 posts at £46,178 (at top of scale) 52 week contracts 

 

£1,292,984 
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APPENDIX D – CAPACITY INFORMATION 

Area 

No of 

Eligible 

3-4 YO 

Current Capacity 3-4 

year olds 

Additional Capacity 

Required 3-4 year olds Identified Placements 

Fife 

Council 

Partner 

Providers 

Fife 

Council 

Partner 

Providers 

Term 

time   Full Year  

CLG-1  330 215 30 46 0 204 142 

CLG-2 341 188 0 120 11 234 155 

CLG-3 393 202 21 118 12 226 173 

Cowdenbeath 1064 605 51 284 23 664 470 

                

CLG-4 431 228 91 104 10 266 229 

CLG-5 341 181 35 72 22 189 169 

CLG-6 405 253 24 112 16 280 184 

Glenrothes 1177 662 150 288 48 735 582 

                

DI-1 282 248 95 0 12 224 98 

DI-2 430 268 55 96 20 280 203 

DI-3 356 245 0 42 4 192 164 

South West Fife 1069 761 150 138 36 696 465 

                

DI-4 281 209 142 140 16 255 294 

DI-5 412 214 88 112 24 245 224 

DI-6 846 330 200 173 10 436 388 

Dunfermline 1539 753 430 425 50 936 906 

                

EL-1 421 243 45 52 22 158 227 

EL-2 403 242 75 112 0 274 235 

Levenmouth 824 485 120 164 22 432 462 

                

EL-3 252 150 40 31 2 137 122 

EL-4 342 175 165 32 8 180 205 

EL-5 227 128 96 0 30 128 126 

EL-6 189 148 40 55 10 117 92 

EL-7 325 195 97 55 14 228 162 

North East Fife 1335 796 438 173 64 790 707 

                

K-1 308 183 103 56 14 167 173 

K-2 296 93 100 87 16 165 148 

K-3 457 254 26 258 22 412 112 

K-4 286 140 48 64 12 134 182 

Kirkcaldy 1346 670 277 465 64 878 615 
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Area 

No of 

Eligible 2 

YO 

Current Capacity 2 year 

olds 

Additional Capacity 

Required 2 year olds 

Identified 

Placements 

Fife 

Council 

Partner 

Providers 

Fife 

Council 

Partner 

Providers 

Term 

time  

 Full 

Year  

CLG-1  17 27 0 28 12 28 36 

CLG-2 54 25 0 30 7 55 7 

CLG-3 49 25 0 10 8 25 28 

Cowdenbeath 121 77 0 68 27 108 71 

                

CLG-4 43 10 0 30 8 40 8 

CLG-5 55 25 0 15 12 30 32 

CLG-6 65 40 0 25 8 65 8 

Glenrothes 162 75 0 70 28 135 48 

                

DI-1 16 15 0 0 7 15 7 

DI-2 44 25 0 10 10 35 10 

DI-3 47 18 0 15 14 15 34 

South West Fife 107 58 0 25 31 65 51 

                

DI-4 24 16 0 25 20 31 20 

DI-5 26 0 0 20 10 20 10 

DI-6 68 20 0 20 6 30 26 

Dunfermline 119 36 0 65 36 81 56 

                

EL-1 51 40 0 15 9 35 29 

EL-2 92 45 0 35 20 65 50 

Levenmouth 142 85 0 50 29 100 79 

                

EL-3 17 0 0 10 10 10 10 

EL-4 25 10 0 10 8 20 8 

EL-5 13 0 0 0 14 0 14 

EL-6 12 15 0 10 5 20 5 

EL-7 25 24 0 0 10 20 10 

North East Fife 92 49 0 30 47 70 47 

                

K-1 35 30 0 0 10 30 10 

K-2 68 20 0 45 0 50 30 

K-3 47 20 0 10 13 45 7 

K-4 54 30 0 15 4 35 24 

Kirkcaldy 204 100 0 70 27 160 71 
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APPENDIX E – CAPITAL PROJECTS 

Area 

 

FME Nursery 

Capacity 

3-4 yo 

Capacity 

2 yo 

Building 

Phase 

Completion 

Date 

CLG-3  17.1 Foulford 32 0 1 11/08/2017 

DI-3  32.7 St. Serf's 10 0 1 11/08/2017 

K-2  56.5 Pathhead 40 30 1 20/07/2018 

K-3  6.6 Capshard 160 0 1 21/12/2018 

K-2  56.5 Rosslyn Phase 1 47 15 1 11/08/2017 

K-2  56.5 Rosslyn Phase 2 0 0 2 09/08/2019 

CLG-3  47.2 Cowdenbeath Leisure Centre 22 10 2 30/03/2018 

DI-6  5.3 Duloch Leisure Centre 30 0 2 03/08/2018 

CLG-1  46.0 St Kenneth's RCPS 22 13 2 09/08/2018 

CLG-1  21.2 Clentry Nursery 24 15 2 10/08/2018 

DI-6  5.3 Duloch Outdoor Nursery 15 0 2 10/08/2018 

CLG-6  26.6 Kinglassie 48 10 2 20/03/2019 

CLG-2  31.6 Lochgelly North New Build 96 15 2 26/07/2019 

DI-2  23.6 Camdean New Build 96 10 2 02/08/2019 

DI-4  38.0 Pitcorthie New Build 96 15 2 02/08/2019 

K-3  19.1 Torbain 34 10 2 09/08/2019 

EL-2  33.0 Denbeath New Build 64 20 2 25/10/2019 

K-3  43.4 Fair Isle New Build 64 15 2 08/11/2019 

DI-5  13.1 John Douglas New Build 64 10 2 20/12/2019 

DI-4  10.3 Carnegie Leisure Centre 20 0 3 01/03/2019 

CLG-5  50.8 Warout 48 0 3 02/08/2019 

DI-3  45.5 Inzievar 32 15 3 09/08/2019 

EL-1  13.3 Balcurvie 20 0 3 09/08/2019 

EL-2  27.7 East Wemyss 24 0 3 09/08/2019 

EL-7  31.8 Springfield Outdoor 15 0 3 09/08/2019 

K-1  12.8 Kinghorn 56 0 3 04/10/2019 

CLG-5  23.6 Pitteuchar East 24 15 3 06/12/2019 

CLG-4  24.2 Collydean 24 15 3 20/12/2019 

CLG-4  22.9 Pitcoudie 48 15 3 20/12/2019 

CLG-6  48.1 Southwood 64 15 3 20/12/2019 

DI-4  23.6 Touch 24 10 3 20/12/2019 

DI-6  14.6 Halbeath New Build 64 20 3 24/01/2020 

K-4  17.0 Dunnikier North New Build 64 15 3 20/03/2020 

CLG-3  26.0 Hill of Beath 64 0 3 22/05/2020 

DI-5  19.1 Queen Margaret Hospital 48 10 3 26/06/2020 

EL-2  43.2 Paxton Care Home 24 15 3 TBC 
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Area FME Nursery 

Capacity 

3-4 yo 

Capacity 

2 yo 

Building 

Phase 

Completion 

Date 

CLG-2 36.0 Cardenden 24 15 4 31/01/2020 

CLG-4 13.9 Markinch 32 0 4 27/03/2020 

EL-1 33.4 Kennoway 32 15 4 26/06/2020 

EL-6 9.1 Freuchie 16 0 4 26/06/2020 

CLG-6 29.2 Newcastle 24 10 4 07/08/2020 

DI-6 13.7 Masterton 64 0 4 07/08/2020 

EL-3 10.7 Crail Outdoor 15 0 4 07/08/2020 

EL-3 21.8 St. Monans 16 0 4 07/08/2020 

EL-3 21.8 St. Monans 0 10 4 07/08/2020 

EL-4 10.2 Leuchars 32 10 4 07/08/2020 

EL-6 14.6 Auchtermuchty 24 0 4 07/08/2020 

EL-6 15.8 Newburgh 15 10 4 07/08/2020 

EL-7 13.7 Castlehill 24 0 4 07/08/2020 

EL-7 14.8 Kettle 16 0 4 07/08/2020 

K-1 25.0 Kirkcaldy West NB  0 15 4 07/08/2020 
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